LESS DOLLARS, MORE SENSE.
It’s not our first water market.
To be SB88 or SGMA compliant, you need to
know how much water you are pumping and you
need to be able to easily track it and report it.
With Wildeye connectivity to your flow meters
and water level pressure sensors is easy,
affordable, accurate and dependable.
This won’t be the first time Wildeye has helped
growers find a solution that works and have a
reliable way to help them participate in a water
market. Water markets have been a part of
reality for drought-ravaged parts of the world like
Australia for over a decade. Wildeye has been a
part of the answer since the beginning.

we have the product that has proven itself overand-over again to be a solution that works!
Wildeye collects your data in easy to use
graphs and helps you prepare your compliance
reporting and website to meet DWR
requirements.
Wildeye just might be the best decision for you
and your operation.

With over 50,000 durable, long-lasting units
around the world and 1,000’s in California alone,

Quick to install
Reliable and field proven
Affordable
Accurate and dependable
Easy to use and compliant
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DONE THAT. 50,000 TIMES. STILL GROWING.
Quick install:
Units are in stock in our Fresno warehouse.
Compatible with any flow meters or other data
collection devices with a pulse output, no matter
the ages or models.
Installation assistance as needed provided by our
staff of trained professionals.
Reliability:
Wildeye uses a direct connection to the unit for
accuracy that is tried and true.
Optical readers can have issues with condensation
and reflections that impact precision.
Wildeye takes those problems out of the equation.
Dependable AT&T cellular communications.
3-year warranty! We’re that confident in Wildeye!
Data Control:
Wildeye’s web-based software platform allows you
to control and maintain what happens to your

data. You maintain what happens to your data. The
data belongs to you. You control your reporting.
Wildeye provides full software support and
training.
Wildeye’s software is easy to use and we are
committed to teach growers how it can be a useful
tool not just a way to report data.
Affordable:
Wildeye systems consist of hardware and
an annual subscription to access your data
dashboards and compliance sites.
Most systems operate using a small easy to install
solar panel to optimize battery life and there are
many options available to monitor as many data
collectors as needed and desired.
Our systems are priced right from the start and are
easily modular so you can add on as you go, also at
our same affordable prices. No tricks and no big
pricing surprises as you evolve and expand your
system.

The Field Proven Leader in Monitoring Solutions
Contact Wildeye today to see how we can meet your needs and
make your monitoring, automation or compliance decisions easy.

Western US Sales Team
Sergio Torres*
San Joaquin Valley
sergio@mywildeye.com / (559) 909-2376
Brett Stebbins*
Northern California and Oregon (Lodi north, including Napa, Sonoma and Coastal Areas)
brett@mywildeye.com / (916) 240-1707

*Spanish Speakers

Other Territories, Markets and International
Daniel Eisenberg
daniel@mywildeye.com / (559) 573-4388

5811 E. Princeton Avenue
Fresno, California 93727
(559) 290-7915
www.mywildeye.com

@mywildeye

@wildeyeusa
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